Railways of the World: The Card Game
Railways of the World: The Card GameTM is a fast paced
card game adaptation of the highly popular Railways of the
World board game series.
Players use track cards and city cards to build a series of
railroad routes and deliver goods. As the game progresses,
players work to connect more cities, upgrade their engines
for larger carrying capacity and deliver goods through a
network of routes.
Railways of the World: The Card GameTM provides two
versions of rules: one the whole family can play, which is
also a great way to introduce them to the Railways of the
World game, and one for more experienced fans of the
series.

Game Components:
 112 Playing cards: 65 Track cards, 25
City cards, 21 Engine/Wild cards, First
player card
 Unique Start Board
 48 trains (12 each in colors Grey,
Green, Blue, Violet)
 60 Goods cubes (15 each in colors Red,
Yellow, Blue, Black)
 Cloth bag
 1 Score track
 4 Player reference cards
 Game rules

Players:
Playing time:
Age:
Case Size:

2 - 4 players
30 - 60 minutes
Family 8 +
12 (2 lbs. or 900 grams/unit)

If you can handle some luck-of-the-draw and enjoy the social
experience of games like Ticket to Ride, then this is definitely
worth checking out! It's a solid card game with a lot of
potential that uses cards in new and creative ways, and has
enough decision making packed into a relatively short
playing time. Recommended. ~~ Ender Wiggins on BGG.com
“Railways of the World: The Card Game does an excellent
job of adapting the gameplay of Railways/Steam to the
medium of cards. The result is an interesting card game full
of tough decisions and different paths to victory.”
~~ Shannon Applecline on RPG.net

Games Magazine Awards
Best Family Strategy Nominee, 2011
Game designed by James Eastham & Steve Ellis
Art by David Oram
Published by Eagle Games

Made in China
Product Code:
UPC:
Size:
MSRP:

101254N
718122562794
10 1/4” x 6 1/4” x 2”
$37.99

Target Audience:




Casual to serious gamers
Fans of railroad games
Game, toy, gift, museum, and book stores



Handsomely illustrated game box and cards
by renowned train artist Dan Oram
Easy-to-learn rules
Strategic card game with many paths to victory
Exercises planning, & reasoning skills and flexible thinking
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